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ABSTRACT 
As with the rapid increase of the huge amount of online information, there is a strong demand for Information retrieving from 
the web which helps to discover some useful knowledge from Web documents. Agents are often developed not in isolation but as 
part of a multi-agent system. Single agent is unable to retrieve the information from multiple searching tools. Single agent 
requires more time to retrieve information than multi-agent.  Multi-agent neural network system is an effective solution to 
large scale Web mining. This work proposes Multi-agent neural network based framework for mining contents of semantic 
web, which would provide query relevant knowledge using STC (Suffix Tree Cluster) clustering technique. Clustering helps to 
provide user with query relevant cluster of web contents, which better satisfy user requirement and provides optimal utilization 
of web surfing time. It uses fuzzy neural network to classify the relevancy of search results on a multi-agents. The fuzzy neural 
network is used by us to enable multi-agent to match a query terms which create a clusters and return search result with high 
accuracy in a reasonably short time. 
Keywords: Multi-agent Systems, Hierarchical Clustering, neural network, web mining, content mining. 

1.INTRODUCTION 
Due to the rapid increase of the huge amount of online information, there is a strong demand for Web text mining 
which helps people to discover some useful knowledge from Web documents. There are number of search tools 
available for retrieving the information, information agent called search tools used to build database indices for web 
information. But these approaches often causes unacceptable access delays under highly competitive access situations as 
in search tools. As the amount of information stored in the database indices increases, it leads to the unacceptable 
access delay problem. To overcome this problem meta search services is used.  

 
Figure 1 Meta Search Service 

Meta search service retrieve the information from multiple search tools. But this technique also have a problem, i.e. 
multiple source problem  means if there exist multiple search tool then the question arises to which source the given 
query be submitted to retrieve the information. To solve this question neural network is used. In this, the internal neural 
network mechanism discovers the search tools from which the associated information for the query is retrieved.  
The single agent approach is impractical for large scale information using the Multi-Agent approach. In this IR system 
number of agents collaboratively retrieves the desired information from the distributed web search tools. Multi agent 
neural network system is solution to the large web text mining. A multi-agent system is one in which a number of 
agents cooperates and interact with each other in a complex and distributed environment. 
Web mining [11] can be defined as mining of the World Wide Web (WWW) to find useful knowledge about user 
behavior, content, and structure of the web. Web Content Mining focuses on extracting knowledge from the contents or 
their descriptions. It involves techniques for summarizing, classification and clustering of the web contents. It can 
provide useful and interesting patterns about user needs and contribution behavior. In this paper, the neural network is 
applied using multi-agent for semantic web content mining. In the present era of WWW, the user is more interested in 
getting useful, relevant and knowledge oriented contents from the WWW. The paradigm is shifting from demand of 
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information to demand for knowledge. Web content mining when applied on semantic web contents can lead to 
discovery of knowledge that could be provided to end users to better serve their requirements. 

2.RELATED WORK 
Shu Bo and Kak Subhash [29] propose Meta search engine-Anvish. Determining the relevancy of web pages to a query 
term is basic to the working of any search engine. The relevancy of search results on a meta search engine is classified 
by using neural network algorithm. The meta search engine is able to handle a query term in a reasonably short time 
and return the search results with high accuracy. The meta search engine-Anvish has learning neural network to 
classify and organize the search results[29]. Anvish is further improved by expanding the current binary network into 
continuous network so that the Web pages can be ranked quantitatively. 
Choi, Y.S. and Yoo, S.I.[7], The multi agent learning approach was proposed to the web information retrieval using 
neural network . This approach provides the method for locating the search tools that will give the desired information 
and retrieving the relevant information. This approach also captures the user interest and retrieves such information. 
The learning and generalization mechanism of artificial neural network can be effectively utilized as an internal 
knowledge mechanism of each IR agent in the context of the multi- agent Web IR. In this approach the BPN (Back 
Propagation neural Network) algorithm is used for this neural network associative memory.  
As the large amount of information provided on the web; single agent fails to retrieve the information from multiple 
search tools. The problem of unacceptable access delays occurs due to the under highly competitive access situations as 
in search tools. This situation occurs as the amount of information stored in the database increases. So then the neural 
network [16] is used for single agent, but this have the problem of convergence as the number of search tools increases, 
the single agent information comes to have difficulty in training its neural network. Such problem is called ‘bounded 
rationality’ for single agent approach. This approach is impractical or inefficient for the multiple search tools, so the 
multi agent hierarchically organized multi-agent approach is proposed. In this system, information agents interacting 
with each other learn collaboratively about their environment from user’s feedback so that it can retrieve the desired 
information effectively from the distributed Web search tools. In this system, each information agent can dynamically 
join or leave the collaborative organization and the information sources are subject to asynchronous changes of their 
themes, contents, and structures. 
With the rapid increase of the huge amount of online information, there is a strong demand for Web text mining which 
helps people discover some useful knowledge from Web documents. For this purpose back propagation neural network  
(BPNN)-based Web text mining system for decision support is used[22][24]. BPNN is used as an intelligent learning 
agent that learns about Web documents. To access the information from large number of web document, multi-agent-
based neural network system for Web text mining is used.  
Singh A [30][31], uses Ontology to retrieve the information from web. Here ontology plays an important role in 
enhancing the efficiency of existing agent based focused crawlers [31]. Agent based Focused crawlers (ABFC) [6][11] 
are the intelligent miners, which selectively seek web pages that are most relevant to input information. ABFC follows 
the context-based approach that analyzes content of web page thereby reducing the redundant information and hence 
deduces the relevant information from a page. Ontology is defined as a well organized knowledge scheme that 
represents high level background knowledge with concepts and relations [31][32]. Ontology based crawling [27] 
eliminates simple keyword based crawling method as it introduces semantics/context for improving crawl efficiency in 
which a keyword is being searched .This work  proposes an Ontology Driven Agent Based Focused Crawler that 
attempts to improve the efficiency of exiting ABFCs by introducing semantics in which a keyword is searched. 
Tremendous growth of web-sites and text and multimedia contents on the WWW (World Wide Web) has lead to 
demand of a strategy which could provide knowledge from the vast data scattered over different servers and also could 
make useful predictions for otherwise uncertain user behavior. Web mining [10][28] can be defined as mining of the 
World Wide Web (WWW) to find useful knowledge about user behavior, content, and structure of the web. Web 
mining [20] is uniquely different from data mining as it works on web contents that are unstructured files or server logs 
in contrast to well-structured databases used in data mining. The next generation of WWW will be knowledge oriented 
and to satisfy the customers web mining is a promising solution [19][30][42]. 
Scatter/Gather [9] is the first query result visualization algorithm using the clustering technique in the Information 
Retrieval community. Before this work, document clustering was traditionally investigated mainly as a method for 
improving document search and retrieval, but was not widely used because of speed and poor performance of improving 
near-neighbor search. Instead of attempting to reduce the number of documents returned, Cutting et al. introduced 
document clustering as a document browsing method. They state that the Scatter/Gather system is particularly helpful 
in situations in which it is difficult or undesirable to specify a query formally:  
1. When the user is not looking for anything specific, just wants to discover the general information content of the 
corpus (to gain an overview);  
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2. When it is difficult to formulate the query precisely (help user formulate a search request). Two near linear time 
clustering algorithms were presented: Buckshot and Fractionation. However, their work is based on general document 
collections, not on dynamically generated search results. 
Zamir & Etzioni [40] followed this paradigm and propose the notion of search results clustering (also called ephemeral 
clustering. In their Grouper system, STC (Suffix Tree Clustering) treats a document as a string instead of a set of 
words. It attempted to cluster documents “snippets” returned by search engine according to common phrases they 
contain, thus employing information about the proximity and order of single keywords in addition to their frequencies.  
STC is organized into two phases: discovering base clusters using a suffix tree and merging base clusters. In the first 
stage, the retrieved document “snippets” are inserted into a suffix tree, where each node in the tree represents a group 
of documents and a phrase that is common to all of them. For each phrase shared by two or more documents, they 
assign a score: s(B)=|B| * f(|P|) to penalize single word terms, where |B| is the number of documents in base cluster B, 
and |P| is the length of the phrase P. Only the base clusters whose score is higher than an arbitrarily chosen minimal 
base cluster score are retained. In the second phase, N top-ranking base clusters are merged using a version of the AHC 
algorithm, with binary single-link merge criterion and predetermined minimal similarity between base clusters as the 
halting criterion [13]. The two distinguishing features of STC are: linear time complexity; clustering documents 
according to shared phrases instead of word frequency. These make it “a substantial momentum” [17] of ephemeral 
clustering.  
Carrot system built by Weiss and Stefanowski extended STC’s application into the Polish Language, by using different 
stemming techniques. They investigate the influence of two primary STC parameters: merge threshold and minimum 
base cluster score on the number and quality of results produced by STC algorithm. 
SnakeT [2, 23] constructs two knowledge bases offline and takes advantage of them. The first one is called Anchor 
Text and Link Database. It is used to enrich the snippets returned by a search engine. The other is called Semantic 
Knowledge Base, it is used to help ranking in the process of generate “approximate sentences”. This approach is 
different from Grouper and other approaches as they treated sentences formed by contiguous terms, while SnakeT 
extracts sentences involving non-contiguous terms. It first extracts “approximate” sentences from the enriched snippets 
collection, then uses a knowledge base to help ranking, sentences above threshold are used as a set of meaningful 
labels. These labels will be then used to form and name the clusters and are called the primary label. To generate the 
labels of the nodes in the higher levels of the hierarchy, k-approximate sentences are used which have a good rank and 
occur in at least c% of the documents contained in the cluster. This set of secondary labels “provide a description for 
the cluster at a coarser level and thus is more useful for hierarchical formation and labeling”. 
In addition to the above academic tools, there also has been a surge of commercial interest in novel IR-tools that 
support users in searching tasks [11]. The following are existing industrial systems implementing clustering techniques 
in their (meta) search engines: Vivisimo, Grokker, Clusty and Iboogie provide cluster hierarchies in addition to the flat 
ranked list of search results; Kartoo use a network visualization interface, Mooter also use a network visualisation tool 
but followed by hierarchical clusters presentation when a node in the network is clicked; Copernic and Dog-pile 
concentrate more on supporting users on query formulation (providing revised/refined query suggestions). Among the 
various clustering search engines, Vivisimo.com deserves a special mention. This commercial Meta search engine 
organizes search results into hierarchical and very well described thematic groups and can be considered a benchmark 
and state of- the-art in current research [17]. But very little information about this software is available as it is not 
publicly accessible. Much academic research attempts to address the search results clustering problem, but the 
attainable performance are far from the one achieved by Vivisimo. Only SnakeT claims to achieve efficiency and 
efficacy performance close to it [12]. Following are some snapshots of available commercial clustering search engines. 
 

 
Figure 2 Home Page of Grouper Clustering Engine 
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Figure 3 Results of Grouper Clustering Engine for the word ‘clinton’ 

 

 
Figure 4 Home Page and Results of Vivisimo Clustering Engine for word ‘canada’ 
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Figure 5 Home Page and Results of Clusty Clustering Engine for word ‘data mining’ 

 

 
Figure 6 Home Page and Results of iBoogie Clustering Engine for word ‘data mining’ 

 

 
Figure 7 Home Page and Results of HOB Search Clustering Engine for word ‘paris’ 
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Moreover, as specified by [21] in their paper, they reformalize the search result clustering problem as a salient phrases 
ranking problem. Thus they convert an unsupervised clustering problem to a supervised learning problem. Although a 
supervised learning method requires additional training data, it makes the performance of search result grouping 
significantly improve, and enables us to evaluate it accurately. Given a query and the ranked list of search results, their 
method first parses the whole list of titles and snippets, extracts all possible phrases (n-grams) from the contents, and 
calculates several properties for each phrase such as phrase frequencies, document frequencies, phrase length, etc. A 
regression model learned from previous training data is then applied to combine these properties into a single salience 
score. The phrases are ranked according to the salience score, and the top-ranked phrases are taken as salient phrases. 
The salient phrases are in fact names of candidate clusters, which are further merged according to their corresponding 
documents. 
They specify that their method is more suitable for Web search results clustering because, emphasize the efficiency of 
identifying relevant clusters for Web users. It generates shorter (and thus hopefully more readable) cluster names, 
which enable users to quickly identify the topics of a specified cluster. Furthermore, the clusters are ranked according to 
their salience scores, thus the more likely clusters required by users are ranked higher. 
Amin Milani Fard, Reza Ghaemi[3],proposes a neuro-fuzzy architecture for Web content taxonomy using hybrid of 
Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural networks and fuzzy logic concept. The search engine called Kavosh1 is 
equipped with unsupervised neural networks for dynamic data clustering. This work implements text mining method. 
Unsupervised self-organizing map (SOM) based neural networks are mainly used for datasets clustering. 

3.PROPOSED WORK 
3.1Snippet Fetching and Clustering 
3.1.1Preprocessing 
In web search results clustering, it is the web snippets that serve as the input data for the grouping algorithm. Due to 
the rather small size of the snippets and the fact that they are automatically generated summaries of the original 
documents, proper data preprocessing is of enormous importance. Although LSI is capable of dealing with noisy data, 
in a setting where only extremely small pieces of documents are available, this ability is severely limited. As a result, 
without sufficient preprocessing, the majority of abstract concepts discovered by the LSI would be related to 
meaningless terms, which would make them useless as cluster labels. Thus, the primary aim of the preprocessing phase 
is to remove from the input documents all characters and terms that can possibly affect the quality of group 
descriptions. 
 

  
         
                                             Figure 8 Pre-processing of snippets 
In STC, there are three steps to the preprocessing phase: text filtering, stemming and stop words marking. 
3.1.2Text filtering 
In the text filtering step, all terms that are useless or would introduce noise in cluster labels are removed from the input 
documents. Among such terms are: 
• HTML tags (e.g. <table>) and entities (e.g. &amp;) 
• non-letter characters such as "$", "%" or "#" (except white spaces and sentence markers such as '.', '?' or '!') 
Note that at this stage the stop-words are not removed from the input documents. Additionally, words that appear in 
snippet titles are marked in order to increase their weight in further phases of clustering. 
3.1.3Stemming 
Stemming algorithms are used to transform the words in texts into their grammatical root form, and are mainly used to 
improve the Information Retrieval System’s efficiency. To stem a word is to reduce it to a more general form, possibly 
its root. For example, stemming the term interesting may produce the term interest. Though the stem of a word might 
not be its root, we want all words that have the same stem to have the same root. The effect of stemming on searches of 
English document collections has been tested extensively. Several algorithms exist with different techniques. 
3.1.4Elimination of Stop Words 
After stemming it is necessary to remove unwanted words. There are 400 to 500 types of stop words such as “of”, 
“and”, “the,” etc., that provide no useful information about the document’s topic. Stop-word removal is the process of 
removing these words. Stop-words account for about 20% of all words in a typical document [4]. These techniques 
greatly reduce the size of the search engine’s index. Stemming alone can reduce the size of an index by nearly 40%. To 
compare a webpage with another webpage, all unnecessary content must be removed and the text put into an array. 
Although they alone do not present any descriptive value, stop words may help to understand or disambiguate the 

Text Filtering 
Stemming 

Stop words Removal 
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meaning of a phrase (compare: "Chamber Commerce" and "Chamber of Commerce"). That is why we have decided to 
retain them in the input documents, only adding appropriate markers. This will enable the further phases of the 
algorithm to e.g. filter out phrases ending with a stop word or prevent the LSI from indexing stop words at all. 
Following tables 1 and 2 represent the document “Software for the sparse singular value decomposition” pre-processing 
steps: 

Table 1: Preprocessing Steps                                                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 

Table 2: Result of Pre-processing Steps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Finding Similarity Between Input Query And Fetching Snippets 
Finding similarity between Input query and fetching snippet is the second sub module of this system. Here the fuzzy 
neural network is used to check the relevancy of query term into documents. To create a term document frequency 
matrix, Consider the following seven documents as input snippets, also the frequent terms and phrases are generated by 
using preprocessing frequents phrase extraction component then, all other components in clustering engine will 
perform computational operations on it to cluster them in groups. 
Documents:-   
D1: Large-scale singular value computations 
D2: Software for the sparse singular value decomposition 
D3: Introduction to modern information retrieval 
D4: Linear algebra for intelligent information retrieval 
D5: Matrix computations 
D6: Singular value cryptogram analysis 
D7: Automatic information organization 
Terms:- 
T1: Information T2: Singular  T3: Value T4: Computations T5: Retrieval 
Phrases:- 
P1: Singular value P2: Information retrieval 

 
Figure 9 Steps for query matching 
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3.2.1 Neural Network for Clustering 
Unsupervised self-organizing map (SOM) based neural networks [3] are mainly used for datasets clustering. SOM 
neural network structure changes during learning process based on the observed data; however these methods are 
usually not efficient when dealing with dynamic group clustering such as for web documents. The Adaptive Resonance 
Theory (ART) neural network [9], however, is an unsupervised incremental clustering neural network especially 
designed to satisfy this demand. 
The proposed System uses a fuzzy approach [21] to evaluate and assign a score to a web page. The inputs to the fuzzy 
inference system are the normalized value of term frequency in the document, position of the word, and number of web 
links to the page. The final page score is then calculated as bellow: 

PS = 2*frequency_score + position_score + link_score 
The fuzzy rule base and experimental triangular membership functions are shown in Table 3 and figure 10. Following 
are the linguistics variables 
Linguistics Variables: 
FK: frequency_of_keyword 
FS: frequency_score 
PK: position_of_keyword 
NL: number_of_links 
PS: position_score 
LS: link_score 

Table 3: Fuzzy Rule Base 
 IF THEN 
FK High FS  is High 
FK Medium FK is Medium 
FK Low FK is Low 
PK Close_to_top PK is High 
PK In_the middle PK is Medium 
PK Far_from_top PK is Low 
NL Many NK is High 
NL Medium NK is Medium 
NL Few NK is Low 

 

 
Figure 10 (a) Frequency_score MF 

 
Figure 10 (b) Position_of_keyword MF 

 
Figure 10 (c) Number_of_links MF 
Figure 10: Membership Functions 
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3.2.2System Model 
Web Clustering Engine is a post-retrieval clustering that clusters the search results retrieved for the broad topic. The 
output of the Web clustering engines ensures fast subtopic retrieval, quick topic exploration within unknown topics, and 
easy identification of relevant search results within the broad topic. Figure 11 has the System Model.  
3.2.2.1Search Keyword 
The system provides an interface to accept the search keyword from the user.  
3.2.2.2Search Result Acquisition or input snippets 
The component accepts the search keyword as input. It allows us to configure the number of search results to be 
extracted from various search engines. The component extracts and stores the search results which include the URL 
pointing to the document, title, and snippet. Here, as discussed earlier in this work already extracted snippets are used 
AMBIENT and ODP239 datasets.  
3.2.2.3Multi-Agent 
The term agent is a search tool. In this system, there are two datasets in which number of snippets is saved. The dataset 
is divided into three agents to make it multi-agent. As the Dataset is divided into three agents, the query term is 
accepted by all agent and check the relevancy of term in that agent by using neuro fuzzy member function as shown 
above. The fuzzy rule base is applied on the documents for ranking the term. As multi-agent is used, query term is 
simultaneously matched in number of agents. So that result obtains in less time than single agent. 
3.2.2.4 Clustering Engine 
The clustering engine preprocesses the input snippets and then converts the preprocessed search results to a format 
suitable for the clustering algorithm. It extracts the features and provides them as input to the clustering algorithm 
within. The clustering algorithm would build the cluster and identifies the label that best describes each cluster.      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 
Figure 11: System Model 

4.SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
In this system, a search engine is developed to retrieve information from datasets as already discussed. The semantic 
content mining is done using clustering technique, suffix tree clustering. As query is entered in search box, first pre-
processing takes place. In pre-processing document cleaning phase of STC is performed. Then the query is passed to 
the datasets to retrieve related information. In this system, the time required retrieving snippets from single agent and 
multi agent are compared. In single agent, data is retrieved from the single searching tool while in multi agent it 
retrieves the information simultaneously from multiple search tools. In this system, datasets are divided into three parts 
to make it multi-agents. If System uses multi agents, the time for getting result will reduce to great extent as compare to 
single agent.    
 
4.1Search 
In this system, Search module is a first module. In this module, first query is entered in a search box and then choose 
mode single agent or multi agent from drop down list. If user select multi agent, results will obtain within less time 
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than selecting single agent. here also dropdown list is given for downloads. In it, system gives the number of results 
present in a datasets. In figure 12, user enter Art query for 100 results and select the multi agent option. 
 

 
Figure 12: Search 

4.2 Multi-Agent 
After pressing the search button, query is processed to give results from datasets. As user selects the multi agent mode 
then it will search in multiple agents simultaneously and gives results within a very less time. In figure 13, user is 
searching for the Art query and selects multi agent mode from dropdown list then it gives result within 16ms. This time 
is definitely less than the time required for single agent.  
 

 
Figure 13: Multi-Agent 

4.3 Single Agent 
The system use single agent option only for the comparison with multi-agents. As in figure 14, user selects single agent 
it require 750 ms to retrieve the 100 results of Art query while in multi agent for the same query it were return the 
results in 16ms. 
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Figure 14: Single Agent 

4.4Clusters 
As user enter the Query and press search button it will check the query term in the datasets for the relevancy or 
threshold value. If the relevancy is matched using fuzzy neural network then it will produce cluster for particular query 
term. In the following figure, it will produce number of clusters for Art query and fetches the snippet related to Art. 
Each cluster contains result of similar meaning for example if user selects animation cluster it will give only result of 
animation. Such type of mining is called semantic content mining i.e. meaningful search.  
Also in the figure 15 this system shows clusters for particular snippet. For example if our cursor is on 1st link then our 
system shows the clusters in which this link is present. That is our system allows a document to appear more than one 
cluster. 
  

 
Figure 15:Clusters 
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Figure 16: Snippets belonging to multiple clusters. 

5.COMPARISON 
In traditional way, particular search engine returns a long list of snippets for a given query. Generally User searches for 
two to three pages and never goes up to last pages as a human tendency. But if the desired result is on 10th page then 
user won’t be able to find it. While this system provides clusters which give snippets of similar meaning so that we can 
retrieve accurate result.  
As in existing approaches, generally single agent is used to retrieve the information but in this system multi agent 
approach is used so that system can retrieve information from number of search tools simultaneously to get result in 
minimum time. Figure 17 compares the existing System and proposed system. 
 

 
Figure 17: Comparison between traditional system and proposed system. 
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6.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
6.1Conclusion 
Organizing web search results fastens the user browsing process as the task of searching for relevant web pages in an 
unstructured list of results is time consuming. This work has proposed multi-agent based solution for mining semantic 
web contents using neural network, with the aim to provide context based knowledge oriented results to the user. This 
system implements Multi-agent neural network based framework for mining contents of semantic web, which would 
provide query relevant knowledge using STC(Suffix Tree Cluster) clustering technique. To classify the relevancy of 
search result fuzzy neural network is used. Using the fuzzy neural network, multi-agent matches the query term within 
the document to create a cluster which return search result with high accuracy in a reasonably short time. Instead of 
giving the long list of snippets our system provides snippet with cluster which give result within reasonably short time 
period.  
6.2Future Scope 
The proposed work implements the neural network based multi-agent semantic web content mining. We can extend 
this work in future as follow: 
 As in the proposed work we use only text mining in the future it can be extended as multimedia mining.  
 Also, system uses static datasets, it wills extended as a dynamic datasets i.e. datasets will update as the values 

added. 
 The amalgamation of web mining techniques with agent technology will lead to improved performance, reduced 

network traffic, and better results. 
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